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Literature is normally defined as any writing, which has a power to move the reader’s heart or to stir his emotion. Literature is important because it can help us to understand human sentiments, human interests and human problems. Literature can be distinguished into poetry, drama, novel and short story. Novel is one of the literary works that is interested to be analyzed because novel is usually concerned with human beings. We can take some lessons from this novel especially about principle of life. One of those is about our belief that differs from each other will lead us to the right way.

The purposes of the study are, to identify the problem that faced by Kate Jamison to reach her true love, to know the proof of Kate Jamison loyalty to reach her true love and to find out the lesson from Kate Jamison’s Loyalty. This study used descriptive research, because this studies descriptively that emphasis of the subject matter in the novel. This study also used certain technique to get the data that is library research. The writer used the objective approach where the object of this study is focused on the original text of Danielle Steel’s novel “Lone Eagle”. The result of this study shows that problems faced by Kate Jamison to reach her true love are, the disagreement Kate’s mother about Kate and Joe’s love, the war in Pacific, Joe Albright’s fear about love and marriage and the Marriage between Kate and Andy Scott. Kate proves her loyalty by never changing her true love to Joe Albright even she gets a lot of interfere in her life. She does not care with everything around her. The lessons that can be taken from this are, sometimes the loyalty of someone to another is guidance for reaching our happiness and there is only one big thing in this world that can separated true love, that is “Death”.